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"Hank knows more about ball flight and what controls it than anyone in the game." —Masters
and British Open champion Mark O'MearaGet back to basics and build your best possible golf
swingLots of golf instructors can show you tricks to correct a hook or to stop hitting the ball fat,
but these are just quick fixes that leave you with a swing built on mistakes. In Hank Haney's
Essentials of the Swing, the world's premier expert on the golf swing takes you back to step one
to master the essentials and build a complete, powerful, and consistent swing that will improve
your game quickly and keep you playing better for years to come.This step-by-step guide brings
you the same careful analytical approach that Hank has shared with the hundreds of touring
pros who have been his students — including the world's #1 golfer. It walks you through every
aspect of your swing, from grip to contact to follow-through, and shows you how to analyze ball
flight to shape your shots and put the ball where you want it more frequently and with much more
consistency.Packed with helpful pictures, invaluable practice tips, and insightful pointers on
everything from club selection to the difference between a good miss and a bad miss, Hank
Haney's Essentials of the Swing is the resource you need to hit the top of your game and stay
there.

From the Inside FlapHank Haney is one of the most well-respected and sought-after golf
instructors in the world today. He is famous for rebuilding the swing of the world's #1 player, Tiger
Woods. He has also worked with hundreds of top touring professionals, including Masters and
British Open champion Mark O'Meara, who says that "Hank knows more about ball flight and
what controls it than anyone in the game." Hank Haney's students have won every major
tournament in professional and amateur and junior golf.In Hank Haney's Essentials of the Swing,
Hank shows you how to put his approach to work to develop a powerful, repeating swing that
can hit every kind and shape of shot — with every club in the bag — with equal ease and with
the consistency of your dreams. He goes beyond tips and quick fixes to lay out the principles
behind the ideal swing, along with a plan to help you develop yours. Point by point, he guides
you through every aspect of your swing, beginning with the grip; moving through stance, posture,
and alignment; and on to the backswing, forward swing, contact, and follow-through.Hank knows
that you can never truly understand his instructions until you get out there and follow them.
That's why he leads you step by step through practice sessions at the range, helping you get a
feel for how minor adjustments affect ball flight and how to make these adjustments while
maintaining that strong and consistent swing. In no time, you'll begin shaping your shots like a
pro—deciding where you want the ball to go and executing the shot to get it there.The place
you'll really put your new swing to the test is out on the course. Hank walks you through a pre-
shot routine that helps you plan each element of your shot, making the best club selection,



eliminating tension, checking alignment before your swing, and preserving the essentials of your
swing in any lie, with any club, and with any type of shot.Complete with more than 160 pictures
to help you understand the concepts, check your form, and make corrections as you practice,
Hank Haney's Essentials of the Swing is a masterwork from a master instructor. It's the resource
you'll return to again and again as you improve your swing, become an expert shot shaper, lower
your handicap, and reach the height of your game.--This text refers to the hardcover
edition.From the Back CoverHank Haney is one of the most well-respected and sought-after golf
instructors in the world today. He is famous for rebuilding the swing of the world's #1 player, Tiger
Woods. He has also worked with hundreds of top touring professionals, including Masters and
British Open champion Mark O'Meara, who says that "Hank knows more about ball flight and
what controls it than anyone in the game." Hank Haney's students have won every major
tournament in professional and amateur and junior golf.In Hank Haney's Essentials of the Swing,
Hank shows you how to put his approach to work to develop a powerful, repeating swing that
can hit every kind and shape of shot -- with every club in the bag -- with equal ease and with the
consistency of your dreams. He goes beyond tips and quick fixes to lay out the principles behind
the ideal swing, along with a plan to help you develop yours. Point by point, he guides you
through every aspect of your swing, beginning with the grip; moving through stance, posture,
and alignment; and on to the backswing, forward swing, contact, and follow-through.Hank knows
that you can never truly understand his instructions until you get out there and follow them.
That's why he leads you step by step through practice sessions at the range, helping you get a
feel for how minor adjustments affect ball flight and how to make these adjustments while
maintaining that strong and consistent swing. In no time, you'll begin shaping your shots like a
pro--deciding where you want the ball to go and executing the shot to get it there.The place you'll
really put your new swing to the test is out on the course. Hank walks you through a pre-shot
routine that helps you plan each element of your shot, making the best club selection,
eliminating tension, checking alignment before your swing, and preserving the essentials of your
swing in any lie, with any club, and with any type of shot.Complete with more than 160 pictures
to help you understand the concepts, check your form, and make corrections as you practice,
Hank Haney's Essentials of the Swing is a masterwork from a master instructor. It's the resource
you'll return to again and again as you improve your swing, become an expert shot shaper, lower
your handicap, and reach the height of your game.--This text refers to the hardcover
edition.About the AuthorHANK HANEY is one of the top three instructors on Golf Digest’s list of
America’s 50 greatest golf teachers. He is the Director of Instruction at the Hank Haney
International Junior Golf Academy and the founder of Hank Haney Golf, Inc., which operates
golf-training programs worldwide. He is the author of three previous books: The Only Golf
Lesson You’ll Ever Need, No More Bad Shots, and Fix the Yips Forever.--This text refers to the
hardcover edition.Read more
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tell you something?” Hank Haney asked. He’s been watching me play golf for twenty years,
exercising singular restraint in never once fixing what is so clearly a flawed action. Sam Snead
once said my grip resembled a can of worms. The writer Charles Price once said that if I hit the
ball any lower I’d be playing underground. The comedian Ray Romano once observed that my
putter resembles a metal detector. But through all of these years, Hank suffered in silence.He
couldn’t take it anymore on the 13th fairway at Pine Valley Golf Club, where we get together
every spring for a couple of days of nonstop golf. On this occasion the catalyst was a weakly
struck 3-wood that found the sandy hazard short and left of the green.“Let me show you
something,” he said. “You play a shot by walking up to the ball and taking your stance and
looking down at the target. For as long as golf’s been played, no good golfer ever started from
beside the ball. Golf starts by standing behind the ball and looking at the target. Then you walk to
the side of that line and take your address position.”I guess he had a point. Why should I think I’d
be the first “good golfer” in five hundred years to start my setup from beside the target line?
There’s a good chance that the coach of Tiger Woods may know something about how to set up
to the ball, so I nodded knowingly and filed his advice away for future application. Since that
revelation, I can’t say it’s exactly transformed everything. My trajectory is still practically
underground, but sighting the target from behind the ball has given me more consistency. It has
the secondary effect of improving my posture. And it forces me to slow down, which has always
been a mental fault.When I reported to Hank months later that his impromptu lesson made an
impression on me, he said: “You could make an argument that everybody’s swing mistakes
come from setup mistakes. That doesn’t mean they are all going to go away if you set up well,
but the whole evolution of your swing might have started just from setting up poorly. I try to make
my teaching as simple as I can. All I’m trying to do is help you take a little step. And then if you
can take a little step, then you take another one. I don’t want to make it more complicated by
advocating giant leaps. Just be patient with a little step. If you take enough little steps, you are
going to cover a tremendous amount of ground.“The hard part as a teacher, though, isn’t
necessarily looking at somebody and seeing what they need to do, but it’s the convincing part. In
your case, what struck home was my statement about five hundred years, as long as golf’s been
played, nobody has ever started from the side and played well. So that was the convincing part
that got you to commit. It was the most important part of the message for starters, because if it
didn’t come with that, it wouldn’t have clicked.”“So what’s the next step?” I asked.“What are you
looking at when you now start the swing from behind the ball?” replied Hank. “Pick an
intermediate target—a leaf, a sprig of grass, a spot on the ground—and set your aim to that
point. You know, Nicklaus and Tiger both pick that intermediate target right out in front of them. In
effect, bringing the target closer. And, my gosh, it’s just amazing that those two guys do
something that simple and yet everybody else who plays golf doesn’t do it. You know, I mean,
what else do you need? People want to make the game harder than it is. My teaching is about
making it simple.”Over many hours of discussion through the years, Hank has convinced me that
there are two legitimate ways of teaching. The first is a quick fix. In golf, the master of the quick



fix is the British genius John Jacobs, who’s considered the godfather of the European Tour and
is one of Hank’s original mentors. Jacobs could stand with his back to the student, observing
only the flight of the ball, and magically offer the key setup changes necessary for improvement.
“Basically when you do that, you’re picking which bad impact you’re going to live with,” says
Haney. “In other words, you might make somebody whose swing is too steep swing more
shallow. Now they are on their way to being too shallow, but that’s a lot better than being too
steep. Sometimes Jacobs strengthens the grip—rotates the hands clockwise on the club—and
once again fixes the problem by turning a slice into a hook.“You’ve got to have some element of
that in your teaching, or you’re never going to be successful, because it’s what everybody wants.
Even students who say they don’t want it, want it, because everyone’s determination and
persistence and dedication to a swing change is going to be tested at some point. You can line
up somebody with a good grip and all the fundamentals, but if they’re hitting grounders trying to
make the change, how long will they stick with it?”Haney believes the other method is to teach
swing shape. The theory is, if you create a great-looking swing, you’ll get a great-looking shot.
“Every teacher I know, regardless of what they say about ‘teaching the student, not the swing,’
actually teaches a swing based on a model,” says Haney. “Even the biggest proponent of ‘I work
with what you’ve got and I don’t change it all around’ still has some vision of what the swing
should look like.”Hank’s first two books were constructed around the first way to teach—fixing
swing problems—and they really offered insight into the way he gives a lesson. If you’ve read
those books, and for those who haven’t I recommend you do, you would walk away having a
pretty good idea of what taking a lesson from Hank would be like. In this book, Haney and his
talented collaborator, Golf Digest’s European correspondent John Huggan, explain Hank’s
vision of what every aspect of the swing should look like. He’s focused more on everything you
would do, piece by piece, to build the best swing that you could for you. There’s no short game,
no putting—just full swing. Hank Haney’s Essentials of the Swing is a culmination of thirty years
of teaching. It’s the model on which Hank bases his philosophy of the game. It’s everything he
now pours into the young students at the Hank Haney International Junior Golf Academy, and it’s
everything he’s imparted to Tiger Woods over their five years of work together.“Tiger’s thirst to
improve is greater than anybody I’ve ever seen,” says Haney. “Even though he’s achieved so
much, it’s not something he ever talks about, or thinks about, or dwells on. Everybody talks
about what Tiger wants to do—like he wants to beat Nicklaus’s record, win the most majors, set
records. I love when I hear everybody say that, because in all the time that I have spent around
Tiger I’ve never heard him, one time, say anything like that. The only goal I’ve ever heard him talk
about is, he wants to get better. And I know the way he thinks. He thinks, ‘If I get better,
everything will take care of itself—all those other things will just be a foregone conclusion.’ So
yes, he’s achieved so much, but he doesn’t act like he has. He just acts like it’s all ahead of him,
and what excites him is the opportunity to improve.”When Tiger took his hiatus from the game in
2008, he called Haney on his cell phone the day before his knee surgery with one question:
“What’s the plan going to be for when I get back?”“But you’re not going to be back for eight



months,” replied Hank.“Yeah, but I want to be thinking about what we need to work on.”As an
observer of both Tiger and Hank, I sense it’s this quality that binds them together and provides
the challenge for both to keep going. Hank Haney’s Essentials of the Swing offers an insight into
the best thinking about the golf swing and how to apply it to your own game. It’s all about getting
better. If you’re driven to improve, if you’re willing to be patient and take one step at a time, this
book is the journey of a lifetime.Jerry TardeChairman and Editor-in-Chief, Golf
DigestACKNOWLEDGMENTSFor everyone who has ever taught, regardless of the subject
matter, there has always been someone who in turn showed him or her the way. For me it was
Jim Hardy. I was a freshman on the University of Tulsa golf team in 1974, the year I met Jim. He
was the new pro at the club where my parents belonged, the Exmoor Country Club in Highland
Park, Illinois. I was struggling with my game and heard that Jim was a great teacher; he had
been an All-American at Oklahoma State and played on the PGA Tour for ten years. So I drove
home for the weekend—a twelve-hour trip—to meet Jim, hopeful that he might take a look at my
swing. It was early in March and the course wasn’t even open yet, so I brought my own shag
bag.When I went into the pro shop that Saturday morning, Jim and his new assistants were
setting up the shop for their first season and I introduced myself. When Jim asked me what I was
doing in town, I told him I was struggling with my game and had come home to practice for the
weekend. Jim said he would come out and watch me if he got a chance. Sure enough, about an
hour later he appeared. It was the first real golf lesson I had ever had. Jim didn’t just watch me hit
a few balls; he stood out there with me for six hours. I think that was the day I decided to become
a golf instructor.Most people who are successful at something have someone who inspires
them, and Jim inspired me to teach golf. It wasn’t just his incredible knowledge of the game of
golf that impressed me, but the fact that he cared so much. To stay out there for so long with
someone he had just met was impressive, especially as the temperature never got above thirty-
two degrees. I guess I showed Jim my desire on that cold day. But he showed me more than
anything else what it takes to be a great teacher—a passion for helping people. Jim went on to
be a huge influence on my career. Not only did he teach me about the golf swing, but he also
showed me what it took to be a top teacher. I know that Jim is proud of what I have done in my
career and I can only hope that along the way I have been as helpful to other teachers and
especially my students as he was to me.For over twenty years I have been associated with Golf
Digest magazine, and for over twenty years John Huggan has been my writer, first with my
articles in the magazine and then with my golf instructional books. It sure has been easy working
with John; he is highly knowledgeable about the golf swing and understands how I think in terms
of teaching the game. John has been a great friend and a great supporter of mine. In fact, when I
first stared teaching Tiger Woods and it seemed that everyone in the media was doubting my
instruction, it was John who said give Hank a chance and Tiger will be better than he has ever
been. Everyone needs support and friendship, and John has always been there for me.Thanks
also to my partner at Hank Haney Golf, Steve Johnson. You have always been there for me,
pushing me, challenging me, encouraging me, and supporting me. I appreciate your help with



this book.I also appreciate the help of my photographer, Dom Furore. Dom is a great friend and
has been helping me with my books and my Golf Digest articles for over twenty years; he always
does an incredible job. I also want to thank Lukas McNair, a member of my teaching staff in
Dallas, for his help with the pictures. And to Scott Addison, thanks for your great work on
transforming the pictures that Dom took into the great drawings in this book.A special word of
thanks goes to Stephen S. Power, who edited the manuscript and whose suggestions were so
helpful. And a thank-you to my agent with Octagon, Jeremy Aisenberg, for his help in lining up a
great publisher in John Wiley & Sons.Finally, I want to thank all of the great students I have had
over the years. I always have said that in order to be a great teacher, you have to have great
students, and I was lucky in that regard. To Mark O’Meara and Tiger Woods, thanks; you guys
have made me look like I knew what I was talking about.INTRODUCTIONThis book is going to
make you a better teacher of yourself and in turn a better golfer.When you teach golf, there are
two ways you can approach things. You can work from the ball flight, then back to the ball. In
other words, you identify a ball-flight error, analyze what causes it to happen, and then work on
correcting it. There’s some of that in all teaching, as an improvement in the way the ball is flying
gives the student instant feedback on what he is working on. On the other hand, there are those
who label such a method of teaching as no more than a short-term, Band-Aid approach. It is,
after all, easy to change someone’s ball flight through a minor alteration in grip, stance, or ball
position.The other approach to teaching and learning is through working on the shape of your
swing and your fundamentals. The idea is that if you make a great swing, you will hit a great
shot.As a young man, I was an avid reader of golf instruction books. The one that had the most
influence on me was Ben Hogan’s Five Lessons: The Modern Fundamentals of Golf. I read it
over and over. But the funny part was, I never really knew what was in Ben Hogan’s book until
after I had figured things out for myself. I think this book is one that you, too, will read over and
over again and find a better understanding of something every time you do.Another one of my
favorite books was Practical Golf by John Jacobs. I worked for John early on in my teaching
career, and he is the teacher who most influenced me. He is, in my mind, the greatest teacher
the game of golf has ever known. What I learned mostly from John was a systematic way of
analyzing the most important thing in golf, ball flight. I remember one of the first golf classes I
ever did with John. It was in Florida. He started the class—there were thirty people in it—by
picking out one person. He would have that person hit while John stood with his back to the
student, looking down the range. After watching the ball’s flight, its trajectory and curvature, he
would call one of his assistants over and tell them to change this, this, and this, then have the
pupil hit another shot. Sure enough, the shape and trajectory of the shots improved.So ball flight
can be your best teacher if you pay attention to it and understand it. John Jacobs illustrated that
perfectly. Look at the ball flight. Identify the ball flight. Figure out what is happening at impact to
cause that flight. Then figure out which fundamental you need to change in order to change that
impact and, in turn, the ball flight.If you understand the fundamentals of the golf swing and apply
them to ball-flight principles, things become clearer to you as you learn to be a better golfer. But,



like me, you will have to work it out for yourself.That’s the way it is with all students, to be honest.
I try to help all of my students figure things out for themselves. You never really “own” the
knowledge until you have gone through that process. And that holds true for every one of my
students over the years, even Tiger Woods. As I work with the man who in my opinion is the best
golfer who ever lived, I see my role as helping him figure things out for himself. Until he does
that, he, like everyone else, doesn’t really understand what he is trying to do.When you take a
lesson from me—or read this book—I want you to walk away with that understanding. I don’t
want it to be, “Well, Hank said to do this and Hank said to do that.” That’s only half the battle.
Blindly following instruction isn’t going to give you the understanding you need to be the best
golfer you can be. Remembering the last thing your instructor told you to do is not really learning.
This book is about making you the best player you can be. The essence of true learning is
gaining an understanding of the subject for yourself.There’s a big difference between learning
and merely memorizing what someone tells you, just as there is a big difference between
mindlessly hitting shots on the range and actually working on what you are trying to achieve with
your swing.In learning golf, I looked at all the ideas and theories as I grew up in the game.
Through that process, I began to come to my own conclusions. And as I did that, my
understanding grew. I was like that with Hogan’s book. Right away I knew I liked what he was
saying. But I didn’t really understand it. Not at first.Later, when I worked for John Jacobs, I
learned a different philosophy based on the flight of the golf ball. John was a genius when it
came to quickly and accurately diagnosing swing problems, so his emphasis was on getting
students to make quick corrections to whatever ball flight they were struggling with. It was also a
great learning experience for me. Every golf swing has good aspects to it, but equally, within
every swing there are mistakes. If you have an even number of mistakes—each one canceling
out another—you can hit good shots and play good golf. But the closer your number of mistakes
is to zero, the more consistent you are likely to be.There’s a danger in that line of thinking,
though. It can easily lead to a swing that is full of compensations. In other words, if your shots are
tending to finish, say, to the right of where you want them, one way of fixing that might be to turn
your hands to the right on the club, thereby strengthening your grip. Or you may be hitting your
shots “fat,” with the club contacting the ground just behind the ball. A simple fix for that is just
moving the ball back in your stance a little.All of that is easy, natural, and human nature; we all
want a quick fix—and there are plenty of those in these pages—so that we can get out on the
course and enjoy playing. But what happens is that, over time, you end up doing exactly what
you are trying not to do in your swing. You are building a method on mistakes, one piled on top of
the other.Yes, you may hit better shots for a short time, but you will never be consistent. When
you have one mistake compensating for another mistake, it is hard to make the same swing over
and over. Plus, there will always be “holes” in your game. Where you may be more than
competent off, say, an uphill lie, you won’t be nearly as good off downhill lies.For the same
reason, anyone with something of an unorthodox style is always going to have shots that, at the
least, they struggle with. Actually, the reality is that such a golfer is going to have shots that he



just can’t play at all.Let’s say you are having trouble with a slice. Strengthening your grip will help
you with that banana ball, but the result is that the clubface is going to be a little closed at the
start of your swing, which will have an adverse effect on your pitching and chipping.Or let’s say
you move the ball back in your stance so that you can hit shots more solidly—which you will. But
suddenly you are tending to push the ball to the right of your target. So you aim left a bit more.
Then a slice creeps in. So you aim left even more. And so on. Each mistake leads inevitably and
inexorably to another.In other words, those little corrections are great for getting through the next
hole or round, but they aren’t going to make you a better player.Still, if I’m honest, that system of
“quick fixes” worked well for me as a teacher. I had a lot of success helping students, although it
was a transitory success. It was never long before most of them were back with their new and
latest problem. But, as I say, it worked well, especially in a golf school environment where
teacher and pupil have a limited amount of time together.That’s true of every lesson, actually. For
one thing, most people have a limited attention span. Boredom sets in. And for another, very few
students are in good enough physical shape to stand there and beat balls for hours on end. They
get tired. Moreover, not many students are patient enough to work through a period of failure in
order to build a better swing. Few people want to hear how much their swing has improved when
they are not yet hitting the ball any better.Those three factors all work against any kind of long-
term process. But earlier in my career, I didn’t have that luxury. I was a fixer of mistakes, an
adjuster of mistakes, and, sometimes, an adder of mistakes.As you can imagine, I eventually
became dissatisfied with that approach to helping my students. All I was doing was applying
Band-Aids to their multitude of problems. That was ultimately not what I wanted to do: my desire
was to cure their problems, not just hide them.Without getting too dramatic about things, I had a
vision in my mind. I could “see” the correct swing, and that is what I wanted to teach to every
student. It was never going to be a quick process, of course, but rather a case of building toward
the perfect swing. This is the Holy Grail for every golfer. If you make a perfect swing, you will hit a
perfect shot. That is basically what this book is about.A big part of what I see as a correct swing
is the plane of that swing. Hogan had a great image in his book, where he had an imaginary
pane of glass angled from his shoulders down through the ball. But although it was a great
image, I came to the conclusion that ultimately it didn’t make sense, as no golfer sets up on that
plane to begin with.As I thought more and more about the golf swing, I realized that the golf club
is not swung on a single plane. It is just about physically impossible. Rather, the golf club is
swung on many planes that all have the same plane angle. So what is the correct plane angle?
The plane angle that really matters is the one at impact. And that is the one you want to create at
address between the ground and your club. You want to swing the club up and down on planes
that are the same angle as the plane of the club at address. It has never made any sense to me
to create one angle at address, then swing on and ultimately return to another angle at
impact.So while there are many planes in your swing, there must be only the one plane angle.
And that is the image I always want you to have in your mind as you swing. Think about what the
golf club is doing. Its path is essentially your swing plane. Everything you do in your swing is in



order to achieve the correct plane. It’s that important.You set up to the ball in order to create a
certain plane. You grip the club in a way that will help you create that same plane. You turn your
body in the way that best creates that plane. Everything you do in the swing—with your hands,
arms, and body—is designed to get the club swinging on the correct plane.When you hit
different types of shots, such as fades or draws, you simply tilt that same plane in different
directions. But it is still your swing plane. When you change the trajectory of your shot, you use
the same swing plane; mostly what varies is the length and speed of your swing.All of which is
why, whenever I give a lesson, I always have an idea in my mind of just what that pupil’s model
swing will look like. And I know how to get them to that point. I call that having a plan that goes
from A to Z. Z is always the same thing. You can’t get to Z without knowing where A, B, C, D, and
all the rest are. I mean, how are you going to know where the club should be at the top of your
backswing if you don’t know how to start it back, away from the ball at address? And how are
you, without a picture of the follow-through in your mind, going to know how to start the club
down from the top? That’s like trying to aim when you don’t know where your target is.Z is the
perfect swing, perfectly neutral and devoid of compensations or mistakes. With the perfect swing
you can hit any kind of shot. You can hit it high; you can hit it low. You can hit it right to left; you
can hit it left to right. You can control the shape and trajectory of your shots with a powerful,
repeating method.As your swing improves, you’ll also get better at seeing and feeling what is still
wrong with it, which will enable you to correct it further. The curse of the good golfer is knowing
that you could be better, but the joy of golf is striving to achieve that improvement. The perfect
swing is the one we are chasing.Think about it. Over the course of a year Tiger has days when
he can hit any shot perfectly. But he also has days when he struggles with one shot or another.
He’s human like the rest of us. But he has gotten closer to perfection than anyone. He has tasted
that perfection and he wants more of it. In the end he wants to truly own his swing. That is why he
works so hard. And that is why, if you want to improve, you will have to work hard, too.1THE
PLANTo build your swing, you are going to need a plan. This is where I come in. My starting
point, as it was when I worked under John Jacobs, is your ball flight. I need to capture your
attention; I need you to have confidence in what I am saying.I can achieve both of those things
right off the bat by giving you a better ball flight and by creating the first picture of just what your
swing should look like. That’s why a lot of teachers use video and pictures when diagnosing and
explaining where students need to go and be in their swings. They are trying to create a visual
image in the student’s mind.You as a student have some decisions to make. If your aim is to be
the best golfer you can be, then your program for improvement is simple: start at A and keep
working until you get to Z.In order to improve you need to have a plan, one that goes from A to Z.
And, so that you can figure out what B, C, D, E, and so on are, you need to know what Z is. You
need a picture of your end result in your mind if you are going to work your way in that
direction.Having a plan is the approach that I have always taken with my students, no matter how
good the student is to begin with. I remember the first time I set eyes on Mark O’Meara. He didn’t
have a plan. I was a young teaching professional at Pinehurst in 1980 and he was in his second



year on the PGA Tour struggling to keep his card. When he arrived at the Hall of Fame Classic,
he was 124th on the money list and badly in need of a good week. He had made something like
$28,000, he had just missed the cut, and there were only three more tournaments left on the
schedule.Mark had won the U.S. Amateur Championship and been Rookie of the Year on the
PGA Tour the year before but had never taken a golf lesson in his life. He got by on natural ability
and a smooth rhythm. Amazingly, he didn’t know much of anything about the swing or even his
own swing. When he got to hitting it bad, his prescribed remedy was invariably to slow his swing
down. Every bad shot, in his mind, came from swinging too fast.Anyway, he was on the driving
range at Pinehurst when I appeared. He was hitting this big duck hook. I watched him hit for
maybe ten minutes, during which time I never said a word. In my mind I was running through all
the steps he needed to take if he was ever going to get his swing back on track. Not only that, I
was formulating a plan for explaining the plan.He didn’t know any of that, of course, and
eventually he asked me what I thought. I suggested we go inside for a little while and have a
drink and a chat. His reaction was that he didn’t have time; he was out there grinding to save his
tour card. I understood that, but if he was serious about getting better, he had to know what it
was he needed to do. I knew this would be a big decision for him, so it required an explanation
from me.So we went inside and talked for thirty minutes, during which time I told him everything I
thought he needed to do in his golf swing if he wanted to be the best that he could be. When I
was finished, I asked him if he was prepared to make the necessary commitment. I had a pretty
long list of changes to make, changes he would find difficult in the short term.Change is like that
for every golfer. It is uncomfortable. But he wanted to do it. So that weekend we started working. I
told him where Z was and what every letter in between represented. And, as it turned out, he
made the last three cuts of the year on the PGA Tour and won enough money to keep his tour
card for the next year.That next year he worked really hard on his plan. We both did. And he got
a little better. By the end of 1981, he was progressing with our plan nicely. In 1982, he had fifteen
top-ten finishes and was second on the money list. All because he had a plan, was committed to
it, and followed it through.The approach I had used with Mark O’Meara came into play again
almost twenty-five years later. When Tiger Woods called me in March 2004 and asked me to
help him with his golf game, I had two reactions. One, this was the opportunity of a lifetime to
work with the greatest player in history. And two, I was happy because I already had a plan in
mind for his swing. In fact, I have a plan in my mind for every golf swing I have ever seen.Like
Mark, one of the first things Tiger asked was what I thought of his game. In the understatement
of all time, I told him I thought it was great and that he was obviously working on a lot of good
things. That went without saying. I had watched him from afar and had always been impressed.
Who wouldn’t be?But I told him that it was difficult for me to work out in my mind what his plan
was. I wasn’t really sure that he had a good plan, one that would allow him to keep improving, to
be the best that he possibly could. So I told him that the first thing we needed was that plan.
Once we had that, we would know where we were headed, step by step.Since then, Tiger has
worked hard. He always has a plan every day that he goes to the golf course, whether it is to play



or to practice. And he has always stuck to his plan. I think that is one reason he has improved
every year we have worked together. All it takes is having a plan and working the plan, and Tiger
knows this better than anybody.The problem with having a strict plan, of course, is that, within
that process, you still want to play golf, maybe compete in tournaments, and at least enjoy being
out on the course with your buddies. So a temporary adjustment may be called for. You have to
build a powerful and repeating swing through solid fundamentals, but it’s okay to patch things up
now and then as you go through the process.For example, it’s okay to, say, strengthen your grip
in order to hit better shots in the short term. Here’s the key, though. At the same time you must
continue to work on the fundamentals—the building blocks, the essentials if you will—of your
perfect swing. If you do that, a strong grip will eventually cause you to start hooking the ball to
the left. At which time you will want to move your hands back into a more orthodox position on
the club. So, in the end, you will get to where you want to be.Be aware that, at any stage in this
whole process, I don’t want you to feel that your goal of having a correct golf swing is an
impossible dream. Regular doses of positive feedback are vital if you are to stay committed.
Those can come from two areas. You can look at your swing and see that it is getting better. Or
you can look at an equivalent improvement in your shots. You won’t be surprised to hear that the
one that carries the most weight is the latter! Knowing your swing is getting better can be a tough
sell for even the most committed student if he is continuing to hit ground balls.Still, this isn’t as
daunting as it sounds. Within the process of improvement, you are always going to be working
on certain fundamentals of the swing. They are not that complicated. Part of my time during
every lesson is spent focusing on ball flight; the rest I’m thinking more of long-term correction of
faults. All of which will help you make the powerful, repeating swing that can hit every kind and
shape of shot—with every club in your bag—with equal ease on a consistent basis. That’s our
goal. Let’s go get it.Here’s how you make your plan. Start by analyzing your ball flight. In
particular, what are your critical ball-flight mistakes? Do you have a tendency to slice the ball to
the right or do you have a tendency to hook the ball to the left? The club that you want to look at
the closest in determining your ball-flight curvature mistake is your driver. This is because the
driver is the straightest-faced club in your bag and the most likely to curve. Also pay attention to
the direction that your ball tends to start out; if it doesn’t start straight, it can only start right or left.
Then look at your middle irons and analyze the trajectory of your shots. Does the ball tend to fly
too high, too low, or on the correct trajectory? Next, look at the solidity of your shots on the
clubface; obviously this factor influences your distance the most. When you mishit shots, do you
tend to hit them off the heel or the toe of the club? And do you tend to hit the ball too high or too
low on the clubface if you don’t make solid contact?Once you have established what your ball-
flight mistakes tend to be, you will have a clearer picture of where to look if your plan needs to be
adjusted or revised or where you just need to focus more attention. Each player’s plan for
improvement will always involve working on the essentials of the golf swing. The essentials, or
fundamentals as they are often referred to, that I take you through in this book are the keys to a
powerful and repeating golf swing. Start with chapter 2 and work your way straight through the



fundamentals and make sure you follow that routine every time you practice. No matter how well
you think you have a fundamental mastered, you still need to recheck it every time you’re out on
the course. This is so important: never take anything for granted; keep rechecking and working
on the essentials of the swing, and you will always keep improving.
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Mark Pastin, “Haney finally says something. Hank Haney's Essentials of the Swing: A 7-Point
Plan for Building a Better Swing and Shaping Your Shots

  
  
This is a solid golf instruction book that provides not only the what but the why of the
recommendations. Hogan fans need not worry; this is no Modern Fundamentals. But it is mostly
sound, straightforward and well explained. However, there is also some goofy stuff such as the
material on the grip which is not a generally accepted approach. It would be nice if instructors
indicated when they were advising something generally considered kooky. There is also an ex
cathedra tone to the book - "I teach tiger so ask no questions." But altogether the first really
decent book by Haney and one that will stand the test of time.”

TheJudge, “Great Book. Read the entire book in a couple days, and I'm not much for a reader.
The whole book is a lay out a basic game plan for building your swing and how to make yourself
learn from what you're doing. The pictures are easy to follow but you may need to re-read a few
sections to get the whole essence of what you're trying to learn. Swing changes feel weird
because it's just not what your used to. I thoroughly enjoyed the book and I have gotten back my
natural draw I used to have. If you've ever watched the Haney Project or heard him speak, you
can pretty much read the book and know that he wrote it and it's almost like he narrates the
whole thing. I highly reccomend this book to anyone interested in the game or just getting back
to the fundamentals of a great golf swing.”

Nick, “Helps you understand the fundamentals of the golf swing. Hank clearly knows how to
teach. I found his step by step guide a fantastic way to fix my golf swing !!”

M. Herp, “back to the basics. An excellent, easy to follow book about the fundamentals of the
golf swing. Haney takes you step by step from the grip and alignment to the backswing and
follow through. He explains things without using a lot of technical jargon although I'm still not
sure what he means by "milking the club". Plenty of pictures to accompany the text helps make
things clearer. Haney does a good job of explaining the "why" as well as the "how" when he
discusses grip, alignment, posture etc which helps to make things stick. I'm still working on the



grip he recommended as well as making my swing plane more shallow.”

guggernautics, “Great fundamentals. Really enjoyed this, read along with Big Miss.... Interesting
to have read together.  I have been swinging incorrectly my whole life , argh!”

G. W. Buchanan, “Excellent Teacher and Book. This is not what I consider to be the typical golf
instruction book. I became aware of Hank Hayney's teaching with his programs on the Golf
Channel, especially working with Rush Limbaugh. Hank's technique is quite thourough and goes
through in detail the fundamentals of fthe golf swing. Having played golf for forty years, this old
dog learned a few new tricks and corrected my faulty grip and it has also provided the answers
to my other golf faults.”

Bryan, “Good resource material. Hank breaks down the swing into manageable chunks. Images
are helpful to see what he is talking about. I've already tried some of his methods and seen
improvement  in ball striking and consistency. Good resource I'll return to again and again.”

D L, “Best book in my collection. I rarely review books but felt it fair to review this one on the
basis that it has helped me improve so much. I rate this as one of the most important (if rather
slim) books/videos I have accumulated in my substantial collection. The grip he proposes really
works, and has improved my aim immeasurably (but be careful to follow it exactly). I have
referred back to the book several times, and find something new each time. Highly
recommended.”

Ron Walton, “Good Golf swing book. Covers most of the basics. Very readable with asides about
famous pros he has taught.”

colinEbook Tops Reader, “this is a very good reference book. coming from H H you can rely on
the accuracy of details particularly the golf grip.I use the book for that purpose and to get a good
set up.”

Lucille Shepherd, “Five Stars. My husband enjoyed this and reads little. Its every day”

The book by Victoria Aveyard has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 204 people have provided feedback.
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